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FOREWORD

Among the many problems facing occupational education today,

one of the most pressing relates to the analysis and classification of

jobs. Obviously, from the point of view of attempting to improve the

quality of vocational education. it is equally as necessary to know the

characteristics of the product we need to turn out as well as the pro-

cess by which it is produced. Research into the area of job-clustering

has great potential for helping us to understand the nature of the

desired end-product of vocational education. The potential for cur-

ricullm development is apparent, but that is not the only possible con-

tribution. A better understanding of job-analysis, a necessary founda-

tion for clustering research, s;lould give us greater feedback capabilities

in our occupational programs with a concomitant improvement in our ability

to modify and vedirect our occupational programs to provide the best

articulation with the world of work.

The papers collected in this monograph represent the contributions

of a number of scholars who are presently active in research on the pro-

blems of job-clustering. The Center for Occupational Education extends

its appreciation to each of the men listed below for permission to

include his paper in this volumet

Dr. Douglas Sjogren, Colorado State University
Dr. J. W. Cunningham, North Carolina State University
Dr. Witold F. Rahalow, American Institutes for Research
Dr. Walter S. Mietus, University of Maryland
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In addition to these men, Dr. Edward J. Morrison of Ohio State

University and Dr. Dale G. Hamreus of the Oregon State System of Higher

Education were kind enough not only to serve as discussants when these

papers were presented, but also to write their comments up for inclusion

in the monograph.

A special note of thanks is reserved for Dr. David S. Bushnell

of the Battelle Memorial Institute. Dr. Bushnell acted as chairman of

the Symposium on Job-Clustering during which these papers were presented.

He also consented to write the Preface for this monograph.

Finally, the technical and clerical assistance of the Center

staff is gratefully acknowledged.

John K. Coster
Director



PREFACE

Vocational education came under attack in the early 60's

because of its oftentimes narrow, overly specialized focus on the

development of specific job skills. Opening up career options and

preparing students for their larger role responsibilities became

one of the concerns of curriculum researchers who rallied to the

cause of reform following the passage of the Vocational Education

Act of 1963.

The ultimate goal of this effort was the development of a

new and powerful vocational curriculum aimed at providing all

students with entry level job skills and the necesPary qualifica-

tions for multiple post-high school options. It was hoped that

graduates from such a program might qualify for entry into a uni-

versity or community college; or they might enter A technical

school or community college for further occupational training.

They should have the ability to continue their education, if neces-

sary, in an adult education program while working. And, of course,

they should have the kind of occupational skills which would qualify

them for work if they so choose. The importat.t feature of such a

curriculum is that it be learner-centered with few demarcations

between the academic and the vocational. Employing vocational pre-

paration es the major vehicle, the inculcation of basic learning

skills could be made more tolerable to many students who have a

bard time seeing the value of general education.



Among the more important and successful research efforts

likely to benefit from this larger effort has been an interest in

job-clustering. The merits of job - clustering have been recognized

as severalfold. First, the breadth of experience which a job-

clustered currieulm offers prepares the student for a cluster of

related occupations, insuring mobility and a Shorter period of

retaining tf necessary. Second, a curriculum developed in this man-

ner provides more relevance fcr students interested in not just one

but a variety cf occupations. Students required to develop a funda-

mental skill such as the addition of fractions can see its relevance

to a host of occi.pations. Third, a cluster approach should be of some

assistance in helping to break down the rigid barriers which have

grown up between the different service areas of vocational education.

Through job-clustering, the common job skills can be identified across

service lines. Adding fractions is as important to the building trades

as it is to students interested in distributive education. Fourth,

clustering Nips to structure a curriculum in such a way that the stu-

dent completing such a program should he able to advance more rapidly

up a career ladder to higher levels of responsibility and income. Thus,

vertical as well as horisonal structuring should provide the student

with the kinds of experiences most likely to he.p him advance in his

career. Fifth, through job - clustering, vocational education should

establish once and for all the vocational educator's interest in the

"total' man. It has been recognised for some time that attitudes,

personality traits, and other adaptive skills are as important
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determinants of occupational success as are functional job skills.

Job-clustering provides curriculum developers with the tools to

incorporate these requirements into their curriculum design ufe.orts.

Advances in the state of the art of job-clustering have to

a large extent been facilitated through the improvement of criteria

for clustering job skills. Each of the following papers was presented

at the 1969 American Educational Research Association Symposium on

Job-Clustering. Those invited to participate represented the leadig

researchers on this topic. Each in his own way advances the earlier

work of Roberr Gagne, Sidney Fine, J. P. Guilford, and others. What

problems to pursue further, what criteria have worked effectively,

and the issues surrou.iding vertical and horizontal articulation of

curricula; these are topics which the reader should find stimulating

and provocative as he reviews each of the studies reported herein.

Credit should be given to Dr. J. W. Cunningham, Center for Occupational

Education, North Carolina State University, for his foresight and

initiative in organizing the symposium and editing the papers for

this publication.

David S. Bushnell
Battelle Memorial Institute



A FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Douglas Sjogren

Colorado State University*

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 has served to stimulate

efforts at curricular change in vocational education. A review of

the recent writings and research on vocational education curricula

has suggested to the writer that there is one concept that is common

to all. This concept is that vocational curricula should not be

specific to a single job, but should be designed to prepare the stu-

dent to enter any one of a number of jobs in the job cluster (Sjogren

and Sahl, 1966). Two well-known curriculum projects, the Richmond,

California, Plan (Aqbell, 1967) and the Quincy, Massachusetts, Project

(Morrison, 1966) seem to be based on the job cluster concept. The

Organic Curriculum of Morgan and Bushnell (Undated) also emphasizes

the cluster concept. The Organic Curriculum notion is now in its

implementation stage in the project called ESN. In addition to these

projects which are working directly with curricular revision, there

are a number of job clustering projects. The job clustering projects

are all ultimately concerned with curricular revision, and the common

approach is to identify job clusters that can be used as a basis for

curriculum building. Among the clustering studies in vocational educa-

tion are those by Rahmlow and Winchell (1965), Frantz (1966), Coster

and Courtney (1965), and Sjogren, Schroeder, and Sahl (1967).

*Now with the Center for instructional Research and Curriculum
Evaluation, University of Illinois, Urbana.
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The job cluster conc...,t seems to be a sensible and rationale base

for curriculum building in vocational education. Much evidence supports

the approach. For example, the fact that jobs are rapidly changing

and becoming obsolete is supportive of attempts to build a generali-

zable base for a number of jobs rather than training a person for a

specific job. Evidence ,,r1 the instability of career or job choice

commitments of secondary school youth is aloo supportive of attempts

to build vocational curricula that provide a number of options for

the student on completion of the curricula rather than only a few

options. Support for the cluster approach also is provided by the

cluster studies themselves, which have demonstrated that meaningful

job clusters can be identified for curriculum building.

Despite the apparent rationality and support for the job cluster

approach, there are some limitations to this approach in my opinion.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the limitations as I

perceive them and to suggest a conceptual framework that may help to

overcome the limitations. My discussion may not bring up anything new,

but I hope it might effect a re-examination of the assumptions and

positions of curriculum workers in vocational education.

One of the most obvious difficulties with job clustering as now

employed is that of the criterion or criteria that are used for cluster-

ing the occupations. We attempted to cluster jobs on the basis of com-

mon behaviors (Sjogren, Schrceder, and Eahl, 1967); the Washington

State group has used an approach which clusters on the basis of levels

of knowledge in subject matter areas (Rahmlow, 1966); the Quincy Project

also employed a knowledge criterion (Morrison, 1966); Coster while at

Purdue used an approach that might be called a competency cluster (Coster
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and Courtney, 1965); and so it goes. Although no clomparisons have been

made of the clusters obtained from different criteria, it seems prob-

able that there would be differences. In our study based on common

behaviors, for example, feed salesmen clustered with other sales types.

If a product knowledge approach were used, however, it is likely that

the feed salesman would cluster with livestock producers at least as

closely If not more closely than with sales types. This problem would

not be important if we knew which criteria were correct ones. Unfor-

tunate_y, this is not known and I have no suggestions for knowing how

to determine this in any absolute sense.

I do not want to suggest that there is, or should be, ore set

of criteria for clustering jobs. That is not the problem. The problem

is deciding which criteria are most feasible for any specifir, cluster-

ing situation. Jobs are multi-dimensional and they do have commonality

with each other in different ways. This suggests that the curriculum

builder has enough degrees of freedom so that he could establish an

optimum set of clusters for the resources available to him. As yet,

however, there are no guidelimm available to suggest how this optimum

set could be derived except thraAgh pur3ly empirical approaches.

A second problem with the job cluster approach derives from the

fact that the cluster curriculum would be rather general and most likely

arranged so that only when the person completes the curriculum will he

be ready for a job at the entry level. It seems to me that this is

undesirable in two ways. One of the apparent problems in education

today is that generality or abstraction of the general education
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curriculum is the thing that turns some students off. They seem to need

to deal with specific and pragmatic materials. These students are the

very ones for whom the vocational education curriculum is most appropri-

ate:. I am concerned that the cluster approach will result in curricula

that will have the limitations of the genera] curricula in reaching

these people. Furthermore, the cluster approach as I understand it

would not do much for the dropout. The student who leaves the program

prior to completion would not be considered to be prepared for any occu-

pation. Althiugh high school completio% Ind program completion ought to

be our goal for every student, the fact of the matter is that all stu-

dents will not complete high school or the program. I feel it is very

important that we design our curricula so that the person who leaves

the program after any reasonable period of time does have skills and

knowledge such that he can be considered to be prepared for some occu-

pation. Perhaps this can be accomplished in a cluster curriculum, hint

I don't believe this provision has been given much consideration.

A third problem of the cluster approach is related to the method-

ology of clustering as used in some studies. We tend to use the typical

job analysis techniaues as we study jobs and much of our combining of

jobs is accomplished on the basis of similarities as observed by job

analysis. Job analysis as typically follooed has, in my opinion, some

very real limitations. In a job analysis we tend to focus our attention

on the tasks that are observable and measurable. Furthermore, when we

cluster we look at the common elements across jobs. Jacques (1956)

and Brown (1960) have discussed job content in terms of two dimensions,

prescribed and discretionary content. The prescribed content of a job
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consists of those elements about which the worker has no authorized

choice, and the discretionary content consists of those elements in

which the choice of how to do a job is left to the person doing it.

It seems to me that job analysis procedures will tend to bring out

primarily only the prescribed content of a job and the discretionary

content will be ignored. Consequently, the clusters will tend to be

formed on the prescribed content, but the prescribed behaviors may

not actually be the important behaviors. Furthermore, the curriculum

will focus on the prescribed content and ignors the discretionary

content. It is probable, however, that the ability to deal with the

discretionary aspects of a job is what really discriminates on the

continuum of job success. Thus the curriculum built on the basis of

job analysis and which stresses prescribed content may not really be

a very good curriculum for training people for the job because it does

not provide well for the discretionary content. At least it is an

incomplete curriculum. Clustering based on job analysis also im-

presses me as being so objective as to be sterile. The tasks of the

workers are described, but the milieu within which the tasks are done

is often ignored. The environment of the worker is important and any

provision that a training program might make to facilitate the worker's

adaptation to his environment would be desirable.

Parenthetically, I would like to suggest that our present cur-

riculum does not provide well for the discretionary content of jobs.

I have no data to support this contention, but I have heard people,

in discussing the effectiveness of workers, make comments indicating

that the graduate of a training program can perform most of the expected



tasks (prescribed content?) but they don't seem to want to assume

responsibility or make decisions (discretionary content?). Further-

more, we sometimes criticiLe the employer when he says that the em-

ployee needs to be a high school graduate. On the basis of the pre-

scribed content of the job this requirement appears ridiculous. Per-

haps the employer is recognizing on an intuitive basis, however, that

ability to handle the discretionary content of the job is of greater

importance to him. It is likely that the discretionary content of most

jobs is better handled by persons with more knowledge in mote areas

because successful performance on discretionary tasks is influenced

by how well the person can recognize and understand the relevant var-

iables in a situation and how they might be related. Capacity for

recognizing and understanding variables is certainly related to amount

of knowledge, and the high school graduate can be expected to have

more knowledge than the non-graduate.

The last problem I perceive with the cluster approach is that

it doesn't fit well in the present structure of vocational education.

The various jurisdictional disputes that now exist among the service

areas of vocational education will become even more intense as jobs

that are now associated with specific service areas are clustered

with jobs from other service areas. In our study, for example, we

found that sales and office occupations in agriculture and metal work -

ing industries clustered together rather than with other lobs in their

respective industry. This clustering resulted, of course, from the

criteria we used for clustering, common job behaviors. If this kind



of cluster is viable for curriculum building, how is it reconciled to

the service areas of distributive, business and office, agriculture,

and trade and industry education? Although this is a problem with

the cluster approach, perhaps it can be regarded as a potential bene-

fit if the cluster approach can relax some of the rigid barriers be-

tween the service areas and effect more cooperative and coordinated

endeavors than now seem to exist.

Whereas present efforts at job clustering are useful in the

sense of providing better description and understanding of the world

of work, they have, for the reasons mentioned above and others, little

utility for planning educational curricula and programs. What is need-

ed is some sort of conceptual framework, model, or heuristic device

that will permit consideration of the numerable relevant job and

education variables and the relationships between and among them.

In effect I am saying that we need a systematic way for describing

jobs so that we can translate the information into efficient and effec-

tive curricula. The remainder of this paper represents an attempt to

develop such a system. I cannot claim this as original, because I

have depended very greatly on the work of Sidney Fine. The reader

should actually regard this paper as an attempt to interpret Fine for

the educator.

The schematic shown on the following page is a two dimensional

portrayal of a proposed system for the description and clustering of

jobs. The syv:em should have a third dimension to indicate what I call

vertical clustering. This dimension is discussed in a later portion of

the paper, but I have not yet been able to incorporate it into the

'Ichematic portrayal in a satisfactory manner.
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SKILLS

Job Re.uirement

Adaptive
(Attitud-
es, per-
sonality
traits)

Functional
(Skills in
working
with Things,
Data, and
People)

Specific Content
(Product know-
ledge, work
procedures)

Prescribed

Discretionary

Fine (1967a) suggested that human performance could be classi-

fied into the three types of skill named on the horizontal dimension

of the above scheme. He defined adaptive skills as "those competencies

that enable an individual to accept and adjust to the physical, inter-

personal, and organizational arrangements and conditions in which a

job exists." The functional skills Were defined as "those compet-

encies that enable an individual to relate to Things, Data, and People

in some combination according to their personal preferences and to

some degree of complexity according to their abilities." Specific

content skills were defined as "those competencies that enable an

individual to perform a specific job according to the specifications

of an employer and according to the standards required to satisfy

the market."

The vertical dimension i3 an incorporation of the concept of

Jacques (1956) and Brown (1960) into the scheme. It should be men-

tioned that Fine made use of these cGncepts in the paper cited above.
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The job description system suggested by the schematic seems to

have potential not only for describing jobs in a meaningful way, but

also for relating these Jobs to education programs. Although there

are many variables within each of the cells, the three categories in

the skills dimension do seem to subsume all job variables. If jobs

were to be classified according to the kinds of adaptive, functional,

and specific content skills that are prescribed and discretionary it

should not be a difficult task to describe the kinds of educational

situations that are available or that need to be provided to develop

the behaviors. For example, it may be determined that clerical jobs

at a particular level require that the incumbent can maintain effec-

tive social relationships as an adaptive skill, can read and interpret

instructions written at a particular level as a functional skill,

and knows certain technical vocabulary as a specific content skill.

It should then be possible to determine the kinds of experiences that

would allow for the development of these skills. Furthermore, it may

be decided that some of the skills cannot be well developed in a con-

trived educational setting. Many adaptive skills, for example, are

learned or not learned very early in life, and attempts to teach these

skills later in school may be quite inefficient if not ineffective.

The specification of such skills would, however, e rve as a counseling

tool in the sense that the person can select programs that allow him

to capitalize on the skills he has developed. I would suggest, however,

that we should not be too pessimistic about the school's ability to

teach adaptive skills. Attitudes can be changed and can be taught.
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The experience of the Job Corps in developing adaptive skills among

the participants is a case in point.

In applying this scheme to a cross-sectional descriptive study

of jobs, I envision a two-step procedure. I am using cross-sectional

in the sense of jobs at the same skill level. The first step would

be to obtain information on a number of incumbents working at the

same job title. This information would permit an analysis of the

skills into the prescribed skills and the discretionary skills.

would predict that the common variance would be in the cells in the

first row of the matrix and the remaining real variance would be due

to the discretionary behaviors for that job titl If we then related

the skills of the various job titles, the common factors would indicate

the skills common to the job titles. I would predict that the common

variance would fall mainly in the first two cells of the top row of

the matrix. I am in effect hypothesizing that jobs at a similar level

will cluster mainly on their prescribed adaptive and functional behav-

iors and those things that make each incumbent unique in his job are

the discretionary behaviors he shows. The things that make each job

title unique are the specific content skills needed by the incumbent.

If such is the case then the task of a training program for these jobs

would be to provide primarily for the development of these prescribed

adaptive and functional skills and leave the development of the skills

in the other cells to the employer or some other means.

A program such as this would not be complete, however, Any pro-

gram designed to prepare an individual for the world of work is not

concerned only with preparation for a job at a particular level. It
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should also be concerned with providing the individual with levels of

skill so that the indivudual will be upwardly mobile in the job. Thus

a third dimension needs to be incorporated into the scheme; a dimension

that would provide for the vertical clustering of jobs. Whereas in the

cross-sectional clustering the prescribed behaviors are probably most

influential, it would seem that the discretionary skills would emerge

as the crucial skills in vertical clustering. Discreticuary skills,

when exercised appropriately, are probably the skills that determine

success and advancement in a job. Also skills that are discretionary

at a lower level job probably become prescribed at a higher level job.

Thus there seems to be a strong dependence in upward mobility on the

incumbent having a level of skill that enables him to exhibit appro-

priate discretionary behavior.

The paragraph above implies that jobs become more prescribed

at a higher level than at a lower level.. Thir would be true in the

sense that an individual may at a lower level have to perform a certain

function that depends on a certain skill level. If the individual has

a higher level of skill, he may at his discretion perform the same

function in the more efficient manner permitted by his skill level.

This skill would then be discretionary at that level, but the skill

may be prescribed in order t...) perform the necessary functions of a

job at a higher level.

On the other hand, it can be argued that jobs become less pre-

scribed at the higher level than at the lower level. Jobs at the higher

level permit more decision-making and alternatives than low level jobs_

but this also says that skill in decision making is prescribed for
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higher level jobs. Obviously, I have not been able to clarify my

thinking on this point, but I do feel that with better conceptuali-

zation of what are prescribed and discretionary skills we will have

a useful framework for describing upward mobility or rarcer lines.

Although the prot.em indicated above is important, it does

not seem to be crucial to vertical clustering. I feel we can and

should proceed with attempts not only at corss-sectional clustering,

but also vertical clustering. With both cross-sectional and vertical

clustering we would be more able to specify the occupational or educa-

tional experience required for entry into a job at a given level, as

well as the experience that would facilitate advancement in the career

lines that emanate from this job. With vertical clustering of jobs

we should become more able to specify the kinds of jobs for which

an individual has the aVpropricte skills at any point in time as

well as those skint, that need to be developed for entry at a higher

level or for advancement.. Vertical clustering would also assist em-

ployers in designing career lines more effectively in that they could

provide well for the kinds of experiences, either on-the-job or through

training programs, that would allow the employee to capitalize on and

expand his present skill levels to enable his advancement to the appro-

priate next higher level. Fine (1967b) has suggested a model for

structuring jobs according to career lines that is very similar to what

I have called vertical clustering. The model for the. hierarchical

analysis of school learning tasks developed by Gagne (1962) seems

to me to have much potential as part of the system. The application

of the Gagne model would enable the educational planner to specify the
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kinds and sequences of experiences that would facilitate progress

in the development of the various skills. Furthermore, techniques

are available for cross-sectional and vertical clustering. Factor

and cluster analysis techniques have been employed successfully in

the cross-sectional studies cited earlier in this paper. Ward (1961)

has described a hierarchical grouping procedure that has been used

successfully for vertical clustering of Air Force jobs. A recent

article by Johnson (1967) has described a procedure that might be

used for a combined cross-sectional and vertica'. clustering.

The approach suggested herein has several implications for

education, especially vocational education. The emphasis of voca-

tional education would change from preparation for A job to skill

development, especially adaptive and functional skills.

The objective of the curriculum would not be that a student

is ready to enter a specific job, but that he will have attained cer-

tain kinds and levels of skill that will enable him to enter any of

a number of jobs.

By focusing on 31.411 development rather than preparation for a

specific job, the vocational educator would be ab1e to assume responsi-

bility not only for occupational preparation but also for the very real

liberal education aspects that the skills he teaches have. Furthermore,

it would enable us to recognize better and capitalize more fully on the

skills that are being developed in the general education curriculum.

Gereral educators would become more cognizant of the responsibility

they have for development of job related skills and more aware of the

relevancy of their courses to the world of work, In effect the approach
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would tend to blur the distinction between vocational and general

education and result in truly "general" education ag defined by Broudy,

Smith, and Burnett (1964).

American secondary education can and should be general
education, meaning by 'general' that what is taught should
consist of those central skills, ideas, and evaluations
which can be most significantly and widely used in order
to deal with life in out times. This notion in contrast
to that which holds general education to be a survey of
generally everything. (p. 10)

I have discussed in another paper other specific implications

of this approach. Perhaps such a discussion is premature, however,

until it can be determined whether the proposed model is viable for

describing jobs and relating the descriptions to educational programs.

I see much similarity between what 1 have written in this paper

and what is being done in the ES70 Projer.t. Hopefully this paper may

providA some ideas about how the job clustering component of the ES70

Project might be implemented.
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY
OF JOB SIMILARITIES

J. W. Cunningham

North Carolina State University'

The present and projected state of flux in our society would seem

to require that today's worker be a rather flexible entity, that he possess

the ability to adapt to a rapidly changing and somewhat unpredictable world

of work. As Dr. Sjog.en noted, there is an opinion approaching consensus

among educators that vocational curricula should provide students with

capabilities which are transferable across jobs. One approach developed

in response to this demand has been termed "job clustering," which could

be defined ac the establishment of job families, or groups, with similar

educational requirements. The assumption behind this concept is that a

student exposed to a curriculum developed for a cluster of jobs should

be better prepared--compared to the person trained for a specific job- -

to adapt to ....hanging occupational demands. Evidence supporting the need,

viability, and acceptance of the cluster approach can be found in recent

work reported from the University of Maryland (Maley, 1966), which Dr.

Mietus will discuss later in the program. The popularity of the cluster

concept is evidenced by the number of papers and research reports written

on the topic in recent years and by its current implementation in a number

of action programs around the country.

I

Center for Occupational Education and Department of Psycnology
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After reviewing the literature on job clustering, however, my assoc-

iates and I at the Center for Occupational Education felt there were still

questions in this area warranting further conceptual development and re-

search. The problem of particular interest to us pertains to the types

of variables one might consider in attempting to form clusters of eimilar

jobs. That is, what are the classes of characteristics on which jobs

might be measured and compared, and what are the advantages and disadvan-

tages of these characteristics in establishing job similarities for educa-

tional purposes? Our identification of this problem was based on the

axiom that a prerequisite to classifying objects or events is the defini-

tion of a set of characteristics on which the phenomena can be compared.

Previous research involving the definition and measurement of job

variables might be subsumed under three broad categories: (1) studies

in which jobs were rated on basic human attribute requirements (such as

aptitudes, motor abilities, and physical capacities); (2) attempts to

measure and compare jobs on knowledge and skill elements; yid (3) studies

employing activity or behavior elements for job-analysis purposes. Some

examples of this research are cited on Page 29.
2

A few of these ntudies

employed more than one class of variables; in such cases, an assignment

!vas made to the one category that seemed to best represent the major ap-

proach of the study in question. The studies starred on Page 29 were con-

ducted with educational or curricular purposes in mind, while the others

were done within such contexts as employee-selection and placement,

counseling, and job evaluation. The investigations dealing with the baaic

attribute requirements of jobs, for example, are not particelarly releva.lt

2 The illustrations which accompanied this presentation are shown

on pp. 2938.
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to the problem of establishing job similarities for curricular purposes,

although some of the techniques employed in these studies might be applied

in that area. Most of the studies of job similarities that have been

conducted within an educational context have dealt with restricted popu-

lations of jobs, and for that reason have employed variables defined

speci!ically for these populations. Typically in these studies, limited

samples of jobs or occupations have been rated on knowledge and task items

derived from the samples for the purpose of identifying items which were

common among the jobs. However, the items employed in these studies would

have rather limited applicability to occupations or jobs other than those

from which they were derived.

Two notable exceptions to the focused or inductive approach to

defining job variables include a study conducted by Sjogren, Schroeder,

and Sahl (1967), who employed basic worker behaviors as job variables,

and an investigation reported by lismreus and Langevin (1967) dealing

with the basic worker functions and mental processes involved in jobs.

Although there is a definite purpose to be served in analyzing jobs at

a specific and detailed level, it would seem that further attention should

also ba directed to the problem identified in the Hamreus and Sjogren

studies; that is, to defining variables relevant to a broad spectrum of

jobs.

This is the problem we are nuw considering in a project at tha

Center for Occupational Education. It is our opinion that a considera-

ble amount of basic research remains to be done in the area of job

clustering, both in the development of conceptual approaches, or frame-

works, for the definition of job variables and in the validation of
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measuring instruments or techniques based on these schemes For the pur-

poses we have in mind, a practical approach to the study of job similari-

ties would involve the use of variables having (1) applicability to a

wide range of jobs, (2) sufficient concreteness ti e., relation to physical

objects or events) to be used reliably by job analysts, and (3) implica-

tions for education or training.

In looking for a broad conceptual approach to the problem, we decided

that at the risk of appearing a bit simple-minded, we would begin ex-

plicitly with the basic premise underlying all education and training;

namely, that what is learned in one situation will transfer to others.

Thva, when we speak of grouping jobs or oLcuritions for educational pur-

poses, we are assuming that jobs within a given cluster are similar in

the sense that certain core educational experiences cou1.d be established

which would facilitate the learning or performance of all jobt: within the

cluster. This assumption is diagramed at the top of Plge 30. We might

also assume, as shown at the bottom of the same page, that if two or mote

jobs are similar in this first sense (that is, if they belong in the same

educational cluster), then certain habits or capabilities acquired in

learning to perform one of these jobs should transfer to the others; that

is, we co..ild reasonably e).pect at least some resitive transfer among jobs

within an educational clutter, as just defined.

It is this latter assumption that we are hanging cur hat.on We

are assuring for operational purposes that similarities among jobs can

be reliably and validly measured on the basis of job-analysis items develop-

ed within a framework formed by certain concepts and principles relevant to
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learning transfer. If a research tool in the form of a job-analysis

instrument could be developed on this basis, it might be possible to

analyze a sample of jobs with the instrument, compute a similarity (or

transfer) index between each pair of jobs in the sample, and establish

subgroups (or clusters) of sinilar jobs on the basis of these transfer

indices. These eubgrovps could be formed through the application of

certain mathematical procedures (such as hierarchical clustering analysis)

to the matrix of similarity indices.

An outline of our project, as we presently envisage it, is shown

on Page 31. Our first objective is to develop a conceptual framework,

or taxonomy, from which to define items which might prove useful in

analyzing jobs for educational purposes. We have recently started on

this phase of the project and have spent most of our time to date re-

viewing the experimental literature relevant to learning transfer. This

seemed like a reasonable place to start, since much of the basic research

related to transfer has been done within the S-R (stimulus-response) con-

text. We have begun, however, to explore the psychometric approach to

transfer propounded by G. A. Ferguson (1954, 1956), J. P. Guilford (1950,

1961) and others; and it is likely that we will also borrow sone concepts

from the information-processing, or systems, approach. Certain concepts,

then, will be drawn from these three areas an combined into an eclectic- -

but hopefully not syncretic--general framework, which will be used in

defining and interrelating job variables. I would hasten to add--though

it is probably already apparent--that this will not be a rigorously deduced

model, but rather what R. B. Miller (1962) might refer to as a "heuristic
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description" of job variables. It is hoped, however, that this classifi-

cation scheme will allow us to approach the study of job similarities

in a reasonably analytical and potentially useful way.

As mentioned before, we are interested in defining variables which

would apply to a wide variety of jobs. For this reason, we have decided

to attack the problem at a human requirement level comparable to J. W.

Altman's (1966) general vocational capabilities, which he defines as

sets of ". . . skills and/or knowledges having relevance to a variety

of occupations which go beyond the basic academic tools of reading,

writing, arithmetic, and understanding of general science." It might

be useful to consider this concept within the framework shown on Page 32.

Thus, we could think of the acquisition of job capabilities in a develop-

mental sense, where more basic and general abilities are integrated into

successively more complex: and specific job-related capabilities. This

idea is meant to correspond, in a rather liberal way, with Gagne's (1962)

conception of a hierarchical arrangement of subordinate 'inowledges, or

sets. Under this scheme the capability of performing a task at a given

level is the result of a combination of more basic prerequisite capabili-

ties.

In selecting the concept of general vocational capabilities as an

approximate human counterpart to our job variables, we reasoned that an

attempt to account for the more specific and nuserous job-related capabili-

ties at a higher level would require that we appreciably restrict the

population of jobs to which our variables would apply. On the other head,

at a level lower than general vocational capLbilities, we would begin to
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delve into general-academic rather than vocational education. So, although

we will vary to some extent on either side of the horizontal arrow in the

Page 32 diagram, our job variables will be oriented primarily toward this

level, or class, of human requirements of jobs.

When submitting the title of this paper a few months ago, I had

anticipated that we would have completed the conceptual development phase

of our project by now. I an sorry to report that our PERT chart lied.

However, since I promised "A Conceptual Framework for the Study of Job

Similarities," I will present the crude beginning of a taxonomy of job

variables which my associates, J. R. Floyd and T. C. Tuttle, and I are

currently trying to develop.

A tentative and skeletal outline of this classification scheme

is shown on Page 33. The three major categories of variables derive

frcm the learning psychologist's stimulus-organism-response paradigm,

which seemed compatible with the basic rationale of our study. In

aglecting this model, we borrowei, otrt a similat approach taken by E. J.

McCormick at Purdue University (McCormick et, al., 1967), who has defined

job-analysis items under the information- processing paradigm of Input,

Mediation, and Output. Implicit in the scheme we are proposing is the

assumption that the transfnt of job capabilities involves such mechanisms

as stimulus and response gitteralization, mediated generalization, and a

little-explored mechanism dlacussed by D. E. Berlyne (1965), S-R general-

ization. We have adopted the S-O-R paradigm primarily for heuristic or

descriptive purposes, however, and are not prepared to specify just how

these mechpnisna operate in relation to our job variables, which are
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intended to represent relatively molar categoOms of stimulus input and

response output. As I mentioned earlier, we are also incorporating into

our taxonomy certain psychometric and information-processing concepts,

Under Stimulus Input, we nave adopted J. P. Guilford's (1967) four

content categories: Figural, meaning dir,..ctly preceived objects and

events; Symbolic Content, consisting of letters, digits, and other con-

ventional signs; Semantic (or verbal) Content; and Behavioral Content,

a category .'e have broadened to include nonverbal human behaviors. These

four content categories are compared on Page with the categories of

People, Data, and Things proposed by S. A. Fine (1955, 1957). We have

also devised another, rather crude, set of categories which we have

labeled Source of Stimulus Input. The source categories include Direct

Input, Response-Dependent Input, and Job Goals--the job goals being

defined as prescribed environmental states signifying the successful

completion of tasks or duties. We feel that the goal concept could be

important in the study of job similarities, since it plays a role in

both the S-R (e.g., Hull-Spence) and cognitive (e.g., Lewin, Tolman)

explanations of transfer.

Also included under Stimulus Input is a major category labeled

Context, representing those environmental variables that, although not

involved in the direct flow of information input, set the stage in which

job behaviors occur. McCormick divides these into the physical and social

aspects of jobs. As diagramed at the top of Page 34. the Content and

Source categories might be thought of as entering into a cross-classificatory

structure with the three major sensory channels. At the bottom of the
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same page are some examples of narrower classes of stimulus variables,

which might fall under R. B. Miller's (1962) definition of "indicators."

We have given little thought to date tc, the development of goal variables

but have included some broad categories of goal states on Page 35 merely

to define this concept in a rough operational way.

At this time, we are considering four major categories of Media-

tional variables, as shown on Page 331 Processes, Abilities and Knowl-

edges, Affective States, and Psychomotor Skills, Three of these cate-

gories would correspond to the Cognitive, Affective, and Psychomotor

domains proposed by B. S. Bloom and others (1956) in the Taxonomy of

fAucationaljajectives. We have not begun work on the mediational part

of our classification scheme; but presented on Page 36 are some examples

of processes, affective states, and abilities and knowledges that could

be included under this category. We are particularly interested in the

General Vocational Capabilities tests developed for research purposes

by J. W. Altman and his associates, since, as I mentioned earlier, it is

intended that our job variables correspond to this general level of human

requirements. We are considering the possibility of weighting, or scoring,

the more concrete stimulus and response variables on certain mediational

variables, such as general vocational capabilities. If this could be

successfully acclmplished, it might prove feasible to have analysts rate

jobs on the relatively concrete stimulus and response variables and then to

derive, indirectly from these ratings, job-requirement scores on the more

abstract mediational variables. This procedure has been used with some

success by E. J. McCormick in deriving aptitude requirement scores for

jobs.
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The Response kor behavior) section of cur taxonomy, as it stands

now, is an adaptation of ideas borrowed from Fine and McCormick,- Some

classes of physical activities and related variables ate shown CO a Page

37. These are divided into Integrative Physical Activities, Objt,.ts

Acted Upon, an Body Requirernrs--a class which overlaps to some ex-

tent the category of Psychomotor Skills mentioned earlier under Mediation.

Page 38 presents some classes of Representational and Interpersonal Activi-

ties. (A representational activity, as we define it, involves semantic

or symbolic output.) You can see that our rcip-rst, categories are quite

broad and will require further subdivision

As I mentioned before, this taxonomy of job variables is tentative

and is intended mainly to illustrate the general approach which we ate

taking in the study of job similarities. We anticipate that cur classi-

fication scheme will undergo considerable change and elaboration within

the next few months. I think, however, that many of these concepts, taken

by themselves, are basically sound, since we have appropriated them from

reputable sources. In this regard, I would like to acknowledge explicitly

the work of both E. J. McCormick and S. A. Fine; we borrowed rather heavily

from their ideas.

Time will not permit a lengthy discussion of our plans for the pro-

ject; however, these are outlined on Page 31. We plan to develop a job-

analysis instrument based on a taxonomy of job variables, apply this instru-

ment to a sample of jobs, and then attempt to correlate ratings of these

jobs on the instrument with the vocational capabilities test scores of

incumbents or graduate trainees in the jobs. (Fox th:.s purpose, we plan
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to use Altman's general vocational capabilities tests and possibly some

other measures.) The assumption of our validation procedure would be

that jobs which are similar based on an analysis with our instrument

should also be similar in terms of tha average vocational capabilities

scores of their incumbents.

We hope to determine from the results of this project whether

there are advantages to our approach which would warrant its further

consideration as a means of analyzing jobs for educational purposes.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
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CLASSES OF PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED JOB VARIABLES

BASIC HUMAN ATTRIBUTES: Aptitudes, Motor Abilities, Physical Capacities,
Temperaments, and interests.

Jaspen (Pennsylvania State College, 1949)
McCormick, Finn and Schieps (Purdue University, 1957)
Norris (U. S. Air Force, 1956)
Orr (Columbia University, 1960)
Pvimoff (U. S. Civil Service Commission, 1957, 1959)
Trattner, Fine and Kubis (U. S. Employment Service, 1955)

KNOWLEDGES AND SKILLS:

Combs and Satter (University of Michigan, 1949)
*Maley and others (University of Maryland, 1966-1967)
*Rahmlow and others (Washington State University, 1966-1967)
*Schill and Arnold (University of Illinois, 1965)

ACTIVITIES OR BEHAVIORS:

*Famreus and Langevin (Oregon State System of Higher Education, 1967)
Iawshe and Steinberg (Purdue University, 1955)
McCormick and others (Purdue University, 1967)
*Morsh (U. S. Air Force, 1965)
Palmer and McCormick (Purdue University, 1959)
*Sjogren, Schroeder and Sahl (Colorado State University, 1967)
Thorndike and others (U. S. Air Force, 1957)

Conducted within an educational or training context.
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JOBS0 0 0

(Positive transfer from core curriculum

to jobs within a cluster)

JOBS

(Positive transfer among jobs within a cluster)
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

(1) Develop a conceptual framework (based on concepts and

principles of learning transfer, psychometrics, and systems theory)

for defining and interrelating classes of variables which might prove

useful in establishing job similarities for educational purposes.

(2) Apply this model in the development of a job-analysis

instrument to be used in measuring similarities among jobs.

A. Define job variables

B. Write job-analysis items

C. Scale the items

(3) Apply the instrument to a sample of jobs for tryout pur-

poses and to determine the interrater reliabilities of the items.

(4) Validate the instrument against the vocational capabilities

test scores of job incumbents or graduate treinees.

(5) Compare the results of job ratings on the instrument with

job measures obtained using other techniques and instruments.



Focus of

KNOWLEDGES AND COMPETENCIES RELEVANT TO SPECIFIC JOBS

present study

TRADE KNOWLEDGES AND SKILLS

GENERAL VOCATIONAL CAPABILITIES

APTITUDES AND BASIC
ACADEMIC ABILITIES

EARLY ABILITIES
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CONTENT

Figural
Symbolic
Semantic
Behavioral - People
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CLASSES OF JOB VARIABLES

STIMULUS (INFORMATION) INPUT

- Things

- Daca

SENSORY CHANNEL

Visual
Auditory
Tactual/Kinesthetic

MEDIATION

PROCESSES

SOURCE

Difect Input
ResponseDependent

(Feedback)

Job Goals

CONTEXT

Physical
Social

ABILITIES AND KNOWLEDGES
Aptitudes and Basic Academic Abilities
General Vocational Capabilities

PSYCHOMOTOR SKILLS

AFFECTIVE STATES
Interests
Attitudes
Needs--Job Incentives

RESPONSE (BEHAVIORAL) OUTPUT

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Integrative Physical Activities
Body Requirements
Objects Acted Upon

REPRESENTATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Symbolic
Semantic

INTERPERSONAL ACTIVITIES
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Symbolic

Semantic

Behavioral
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Visual

Auditory

Tactual/Kinesthetic

Figural*

STIMULUS VARIABLES: DIRECT INPUT

Meohanical Devices
Materials in Process
Natural Environment
Man-Made Environment

(Structures, Buildings)
Tools
Events or Circumstances
Art or Decorative Objects
Drawings

Semantic

Written Materials
(Publications, Reports,
Memos, Articles, Job
Instructions)

Formal Speech
(e.g., Presentations)

Conversational Speech

Symbolic*

Numerical (Data, Equations, etc.)
Graphs, Figures
Measuring Devices
Visual Displays (Dials, Gauges, etc.)

Behavioral

Speech (Qualitative and Temporal
Aspects)

Gestures, Movements, and Expressions

Examples adapted from McCormick (1967)
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STIMULUS VARIABLES: GOAT, STATES

FIGURAL

States or conditions of:

Materials
Mechanical Devices
People and Animals

SEMANTIC

Written Products
Oral Products

SYMBOLIC

Results of:

Encoding and Decoding
Operations

Numerical Operations
Date. Arranging (Graphs,
Figures, Tables, etc.)

BEHAVIORAL

Behavior of others warranting
conclusions about their:

Attention
Psychomotor Abilities
Affective State
Cognitive State
Physiological State
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MEDIATIONAL VARIABLES: CLASSES AND EXAMPLES

PROCESSES

Altman (1966) Guilford (1967)

Sensing Cognition
Detecting Memory
Discriminating Divergent Production
Coding Convergent Production
Classifying Evaluation
Estimating
Chaining
Logical Manipulation
Rule Ising
Decision Making
Problem Solving

AFFECTIVE STATES

Interests

Kuder (1948) Gordon (1967)

Outdoor
Mechanical
Computational
Scientific
Persuasive
Artistic
Literary
Social Service
Clerical

ABILITIES AND KNOWLEDGES

Aptitudes & General
Academic Abilities

DAT

Verbal Reasoning

Numerical Ability

Abstract Reasoning

Clerical Speed

Spelling

Sentences

Mechanical Reasoning

GATB

Intelligence

Verbal Aptitude

Numerical Aptitude

Spatial Aptitude

Form Perception

Clerical Perception

Business
Outdoor
Arts
Technology
Service

General Vocational Capabilities
(Altman, 1966)

Mechanical (7 areas)

Electrical

Cpatial (2 areas)

Chemical-Biological (4 areas)

Symbolic (2 areas)

People (5 areas)
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RESPONSE (BEHAVIORAL) OUTPUT

Physical Activities

Integrative Physical Activities)

Lifting/Carrying/Moving
Arranging/Positioning
Manipulating
Material-Controlling
Modifying
Assembling/Disassembling
Driving-Operating
Operating-Controlling
Precision Working

.111..11.

Objects Acted Upon
2

Handtools (Manually Powered)
Handtools (Powered)
Other Hand Devices
Stationary Devices (Machines/

Equipment)
Control Devices (Knobs, Handles,

Pedals, Wheels, etc.)
Mobile and Transportation

Equipment
Materials
People & Animals

lodyBpouirements2

Finger Manipulation
Hand-Arm Manipulation
Eye-Hand Coordination
Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination
Blind Positioning
Mobility (Kneeling, Stooping, Crayling, etc.)
Agility
Standing
Walking
Climbing

1
Adapted from Fine (1955, 1958) and McCormick (1967)

2
Adapted from McCormick (1967)
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RESPONSE (BEHAVIORAL) OUTPUT

Representational Activities

Symbolic
*

Semantic

Copying /Recording Writing
Comparing Conversing
Computing Formal Speaking
Compiling

Interpersonal Activities

Speaking-Signaling
Socializing
Persuading
Diverting-Entertaining
Supervising
Instructing
Negotiating
Advising/Counseling

Adapted from Fine (1955, 1958)
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APPLICATION OF CLUSTER RESEARCH
TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Harold F. Rahmlow

American Institutes for Research*

Any viable curriculum should be based upon the foreseeable needs

of the learner. In a culture such as ours in which technological develop-

ments are producing rapid change, it is important that the most up-to-

date information available be utilized in curriculum planning. The

major purpose of our cluster research at Washington State University

was to identify clusters of knowledges and competencies most likely to

maximize career-long occupational opportunity and choice of non-college-

bound youth in an evolving technological society. Others on the panel

have dealt with the conceptual as well as the theoretical and method-

ological aspects of job-clustering. i wish to coAcentrate on the use of

the data for curriculum development and upon the use of the concepts of

clusters for the individualization of education.

The objective of our task-and-knowledge cluster studies was to

contact an4 analyze facts about major types of tasks performed by workers

in occupatons most likely to employ substantial percentages of non-

college-bol.ad youth. As was previously reported at AERA, occupations

in the studies included retailing, office work, building trades, elec-

tronics, food service, child care, and agriculture (Rahmlow, 1967).

Through analysis of the data, it was possible to determine clusters of

tasks And knowledges useful in a vatiety of occupational fields. Students

who study a curriculum based upon clusters are more likely to be prepared

1111..0=110,.111

The majority of the work reported was carried out while the author
was at Washington State University.
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to enter the family of occupations defined by the clusters. We sought to

define clusters which woule maximize a student's future occupational

choice. On the other hand, the designation of job clusters also enables

the identification of areas of work which require greater specialization.

If major tasks for a given job fall outside the cluster area, it is un-

likely that general education for the cluster will c'ntribute signifi-

cantly to success in the specialized job. When this type of information

is -vailable to curriculum developers, students, teachers, and parents,

the consequences of specialization will be more apparent. The. knowl-

edge of these consequences makes it more likely that intelligent educa-

tional decisions will be made.

Instructional Objectives

In our work at Washington State University, we tentatively iden-

tified tasks performed by individuals in the selected occupational areas.

After collecting and analyzing data from employees in the Pacific North-

west, it was possible to specify certain job tasks which were performed

by a wide variety of individuals both within and between occupational

areas. Because these items were in general at the task level, it was

possible, upon analysis of the clusters, to derive objectives directly

from the cluster work. For example, from the task, "Figure cash and trade

discounts," it is known that the vIrker must work with percents. Therefore,

it is possible to develop the objective, "Solve percentage problems of

the fora A 2 x Base, for either A, 2, or Base, given the other two."

If the student masters the objective on percent, it is more likely that

he will be able to perfot the discounting task. As you are well aware,
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Gagne has recommended that objectives be pitched at a level of specificity

comparable to tasks (Gagne, 1965). Therefore, by making the original

cluster instrument a task instrument, the job of specifying behavioral

objectives was greatly simplified. Since curriculum structure is very

mnzh interrelated with objectives, it is desirable that the clustering

procedure facilitate the development of objectives. There are numerous

aspects of developing objectives, among them deriving and selecting

objectives (Mager, 1968). The cluster approach to curriculum develop-

ment facilitates both the derivation and the selection of objectives.

The derivation of objectives is facilitated by the development of a

cluster instrument. That is to say, when an instrument for cluster

analysis is developed, the elements for possible inclusion in the cur-

riculum are set forth. Because the methodology of clustering is con-

tracting rather than expanding, it Is important to begin with an

adequate universe of tasks. It is not within the scope of this presen-

tation to consider extensively the original construction of a task

instrument; however, the methods of task analysis and the critical

incident technique would be worthy of consideration. The clustering

itself is extremely useful in selecting objectives. In fact, one of

the strong arguments for cluster research is that it provides an empir-

ical basis for selecting objectives.

Selection of Learning Activities

At this time it is not appropriate to explore in depth the level-

°punt of vocational instruction as Hager and Beach have done; but 0

further illustrate some benefits of cluster research, I will provide a
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limited discussion of instructional development (Mager aivi Beach, 1967).

It is necessary to select the appropriate learning activities to facil-

itate the acquisitien of the objectives. Here again the concept of

cluster research has much to offer. Many critics of behavioral objec-

tives have insisted that objectives are unnecessarily restrictive when

they dictate content. Along with many other advocates of behavioral

objectives, 1 would agree with this criticism as long as the objec-

tive itself is not content-based. If, as a result of clustering, a

conten%-based objective is generated, then the development of learn-

ing activities for this objective is relatively well defined. On the

other hand, if the clustering produces objectives which are not content

based, the clustering still may provide clues to possible learning

activities- Because there are a variety of 1.7.rning activities which

can be associated with a given behavior, and because of individual dif-

ferences in learning styles, it is desirable to have more than one

approach to the instructional process. Although the job clusters them-

selves may not provide information on the developm2nt of learning activ-

ities, the source of these job clusters does. Let me give you an example

from the work done at Washington State University. One of the elements

that came out of some cross-area job-clustering was fielding fractions.

The addition of fractions is in itself a non-occupational specific per-

formance. On the other hand, knowing the situations in which the em-

ployee will be required to add fractions produces a strong motivational

tool for the practice of the performance. The stucent is likely to be

motivated to practice the addition of fractions tf the problems are

relevant to an area of his interest. So, if 1 knov that the cluster
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element of adding fractions came from not only the area of building trades

but also the area of distributive education, a teaching-learning process

can be developed which allows the individualization of instruction to

take advantage of specific student interest. Applications meaningful

to a student interested in the building trades as well as applications

meaningful to a student interested in distributive education can be

developed. In practicing addition of fractions, one student may con-

centrate on problems involving sums of board-feet measurement and another

on problems involving sums of lengths of yard goods. It should be noted

that although taking advantage of the interest in an individual area,

we are not likely to hamper materially the transferability of the skill.

Evaluation

Evaluation of clusters after they have bum developed includes

evaluating the instruction associated with the curriculum development

on bo:h a short- and a long-term basis and evaluating the correctness

of the clusters themselves. As far as evaluating the effects of the

instruction itself, it is sufficient for the present discussion to say

that to be satisfactory, the evaluation must be satisfactory in terms

of both the short-range evaluation while the student is still under

the influence of the instructor, and cooperative evaluation between the

employer and the educational agency to determine the long-range effects

of the training. Turning to the evaluation of the clusters themselves,

it is desirable to cross-validate the determination of the job clusters

with future performance on the job. After ail, it is a goal of job-

clustering to provide fot the development of competent employees.
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Therefore, it in only logical to check this assumption. If the effects

of instruction for the clusters have been evaluated and have been found

to be effective, it is then possible to evaluate the employee's per-

formance relative to the requirements of the job. If his performance

on the job is satisfactory, we have completed the cycle of (I) identi-

fying elements in a job cluster, (2) teaching these elements, and (3)

having the employee perform satisfactorily. On the other hand, if

the employee is not performing satisfactorily on the job, in spite

of the fact that he can perform the behaviors expected of him by the

curriculum, then we know that our clustering has not been entirely

successful. Obviously, at this point further work would be required

to refine our cluster technique.

Individualizing Ed.ication

The cluster approach provides a great deal of information about

the relative importance of certain curricular elements in various occupa-

tional areas. In addition to providing a basis for generalising cur-

riculum, clustering also provides a basis for the individualisation of

a student's educational program. No matter how successful clustering

techniques may be, it is inconceivable that a single-track curriculum

can evhr be developed which vill meet the needs of all. Because no

single curriculum can meet the needs of all, it is necessary for stu-

dents to become competent in some areas at the expense of other areas.

Since selection is ultimately going to he 11.-essary, it desirable

to have in the hands of those making the decisions as murlh information

as possible upon which to make an intelligent decision. Cluster research
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provides one basis. In the earlier grades in school, it is possible

to inform students of certain characteristics of job families and to

teach a curriculum based upon what might be called the "original educa-

tional cluster." It was discovered long ago that reading is a skill

which is not only generalizable across a wide variety of occupations

but also extremely useful in everyday life. Therefore, one of the

primary goals of education for ages has been the development of read-

ing competency. Contrast such an obvious curriculum element as read-

ing with some of the curricular elements taught in the high schools,

junior colleges, and graduate schools. There is not a very large seg-

ment of the population that finds it desirable to be able to factor-

analyze a correlation matrixi It is desirable even at the graduate

level to have a student who at the same time is a generalist and a

specialist in a given area. Because these two terms are contradic-

tory, choices must be made. The paint is that by providing occupa-

tional information based upon job families in cluster research to stu-

dents, educators, paren.s, and other concerned individuals, it is pos-

sible to individualize a student's educational program based upon his

long-range needs.

The concept of providing occupational information in the lower

grades based upon lob families and providing specific information as

the student progresses in his educational career and becomes aware of

114.a own strengths and limitations is an integral part of the develop-

ment of Project PLAN (a Program for Learning in Accordance with Needs).

In the conceptualization of Project PLAN, John C. Flanagan saw the need

for developing an educational program which takes into account the
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student's strengths and weaknesses and the environment in which he will

be living and working (Flanagan, 1967). In an individualized educa-

tional program such as this, the results of cluster research will be-

come more important as students, teachers, and parents become increas-

ingly sophisticated in making individualized ,aducational decisions.

An instance of individualization of instruction through cluster

research has occurred in the area of mathematics. Work at Washington

State University has indicated a number of curriculum elements common

to a wide variety of occupational situations (Rahmlow and Winche)1,

1966). After identification of these elements, specific behavioral

objectives and instructional materials in the area of mathematics

were developed. Because behavioral objectives are incorporated into

the cirruculum materials, and diagnostic evaluation is available for

these objectives, it is possible for a student to individualize his

instructional program according to his needs (Rahmlow, 1968).

In closing, I wish to say that cluster research can play an ex-

tremely important role in the development of curriculum and in the

guidance of students selecting elements of curriculum to be studied.

I ' lieve it is these two points, (1) the use of cluster data for the

development of curriculum, and (2) the use of Cmater data for the

individualization of a student's educationul program chat represent

the real promise of cluster work.
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The current year, 1969, mark() the fourth year of research with

the Cluster Concept Program and the initiation of phase four. The pro-

gram has its foundations in three years of continuous research support-

ed by the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The purpose

of this paper is to present briefly the major efforts and progress made

in these three years.

Phase I, or the first year efforts began in September of 1965.

During that phase an investigation of the need for and a rationale for

the cluster concept approach to vocational education was made with due

consideration of recommendations and findings of previous research in

various related fields. Supportive evidence to build a rationale and

evidence of the need for the cluster approach were found in many sources.

One hundred and sixty studies from the fields of guidance, vocational

placement, education, military training, and psychology were reviewed;

For detailed information relevant to the first three years of
research and development, reference should be made to the previous docu-
ments which emerged as products of this investigation. To obtain these
documents, interested individuals should write to either the ERIC Docu-
mentation Center at the Ohio State University or to the National Cash
Register Company of Bethesda, Maryland. The materials can be obtained
by making reference to the principal investigator, Dr. Donald Maley, or
to the designated ERIC numbers given below.

Course Outlines Inetructional Plans

].966 1967

Final Report ED010301 Final Report ED016841

Construction ED010302 Construction ED016842

Electro-Mech ED010303 Metals ED016843

Metals ED010304 Electro-Mecl! ED016844
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and pertinent findings were presented as a justification for Chia approach

to vocational education.

The cluster concept as envisiolLed, was aimed at the preparation of

eleventh and twelfth grade youth foT: entry level capability in a variety

of related rather than specific occupations. It was based on the premise

that educational experiences with a range of related occupations appear

defensible for most secondary students who have no realistic basis for

decision making along the lines of selecting a specific trade. The

cluster concept program was designed to enhance the individual's poten-

tial employability by virtue of offering a wider range of entrance skills

and a level of articulation across several occupations areas. This type

of fundamental training, it is believed, will enable the individual to

move back and forth over several occupational categories as well as ver-

tically within the occupation.

The cluster approach, as an alternate foul of vocational education,

would provide a secondary student with a greater degree of flexibility

for vocational decision making rather than demanding a commitment to the

"one- goal" directed traditional program. The student would gain experi-

ence in a family of related occupations with many commonalities of human

requirements.
1.1

Field research for determining the acceptability and feasibility

was conducted by the research staff by gathering data on the attitudes,

opinions, and beliefs of responsible civic and industrial leaders. The

data gathered from these individuals strongly tended to support the

premise that students with a cluster concept background would be excel-

lent potential employees and would be less difficult to adapt to wort.
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in a rapidly changing technological society. The data gathered also

indifsted that the implementation of the program into the public schools

would not present any major difficulties and that graduates from these

programs would be considered employable individuals.

With heavy and often total reliance on representation from busi-

ness and industry, the research staff evolved a system and criteria for

establishing occupational clusters, specific occupations within the

clusters, and finally, the elements or tasks for all level I and level

II job requirements. The following criteria were used:

The occupational cluster:

1. Should be in the area of vocational industrial education.

2. Should include occupations that are related on the basis of
either similar processes, materials, products, or hman re-
quirements.

3. Should be broad enough to include occupations with a wide
variety of skills and knowledge.

4. Should involve occupations that require not mot.; than a high
school education and/or two years beyond high school.

5. Should provide for the opportunity for mobility on a geogra-
phical and occupational basis.

The three clusters established through the application of the cri-

teria aad limitations set forth this research are presented in Figure 1.

More clusters weee possible but the decision was made to limit the study

to three. Each of the clusters was analyzed to establish special occuoa-

tionr for each category. See Figure 1. The following criteria were used

for selection. The occupation must have:

1. A favorable employment outlook.

2. The instructional capability of being implmented in a
secondary school program.



OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

CONSTRUCTION

Those occupations
dealing with the
building of homes

[---- PAINTER

PLUMBER

CARPENTER

ELECTRICIAN

MASON

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL INSTALLATION
AND REPAIR

4.4

Tho3e occupations dealing with
installation and repair of elec-
trical and mechanical equipment
found in homes and business offices

AIR CONDITIONING AND
REFRIGERATION SERVICEMAN

BUSINESS MACHINE SERVICEMAN

HOME APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN

RADIO AND TELEVISION
SERVICEMAN

Figure 1 Occupational Clusters

FETAL FORMING AND
FABRICATION

Those occupations
dealing with machin-
ing, bending, and
joining of metals

ASSI24BLER

MACHINIST

SHEET METAL
WORKER

WELDER
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3. Opportunity for job entry uppn graduation from high school.

4. Numerous skills, knowledge and human requirements which would
provide an opportunity for the identification of commonalities
or relatedness with other occupations.

5. Opportunities for advancement through further schoolings as
on-the-job training, or apprentice programs.

Central to the development of a course of studies required for

field implementation of the program was the development of a task inven-

tory for each occupation within a cluster. This procedure is outlined

graphically in Figure 2. Tasks described the work performed by an indi-

vidual in an occupation and consisted of observable human behaviors in-

volving more than one area of human requirement. The human requirements,

cognitive and psychomotor, that may be found in the performance of work

by an individual in an occupation include:

1. Communications
vocabulary
symbols
drawings and blueprints
systels of communication
speech
English
maps

2. Measurement
time
temperature
weight
volume
length, width, and depth
meters (electrical and mechanical)
instruments
systems of measurement

3. Skills
hand
mental
machine
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4. Mathematics and science
practical and applied

5. Information
teanical
operational
occupational
economic
social
safety
personal hygiene
personal standards
occupational and job standards

The development of task inventories was accomplished through

the review of job descriptions, textbooks, courses of study, training

manuals, and active participation of recoplized leaders from appropri-

ate occupations. All tasks were written in behavioral terms using an

action verb to describe the behavior, a noul identifying the object

of the action, and adverbial or adjectival phrases describing the re-

sults of the action on the object. The format of task statements and

an example of a task so written is shown in Figure 3. Modifiers were

used to clarify tha results of the action and to specify the accuracy

or limits that were required in the performance of the task. Whenever

possible, the task statement specified the tolerances that were required.

By so stating the tasks, validity was satisfactorily achieved. The

task statement could be used as a criteria for evaluation from one indi-

vidual to another, and structured check lists for recording the field

progress could be made.

After the task inventories were developed they were submitted to

panels of experts from industry representative of the occupations forming

clusters, for the purpose of classifying tasks into categories of (1) not
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To Produce a Paper
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"How"
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Word Denoting
Object Acted Upon

MODIFIERS

Adjectives Which
Aid in Identifying
Resultq of Action

FIGURE 1 TASK STATEMENT FOAMAT

Word or Phrase Which
Describes Results of
Action On.Am Object
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required in an occupation, (2) required "entry-level" tasks within an

occupation, and (3) required soon after entry into an occupation. With

the results of this classification, it soon became wident by a fre-

quency count for each occupation which occupations had a strength of

relationship or similarity in human requirements. This information

was used for the development of course outlines, for the building

of achievement test items, student progress charts, and for evalu-

ation criteria for use during visitation to the schools implementing

the programs.

Phase 11 (September 1966 through August 1967)

The second phase of the project was characterized as having as

its chief aims, the identification and training of conetent teachers,

end the further development of curriculum materials to implement the

cluster programs.

With the cooperation of the Maryland State Vocational Department,

thirty teachers were identified as candidates for the teaching of the

new programs. After screening the candidates torough a nerica of inter-

views and formal tests, and evaluating their professional qualifications

and past teaching performances, eleven teachers were selected. Four

teachers specialized in the Construction Cluster, four in the Hstal

Fabrication :luster, and three in the Electto-Mechanical Cluster.

After cari.ful study and research of the requirements of the cluster

programs, the teachers were evaluated on their competencies, and their

needs to implement the programs were identified. To Meet these needs

intensive training on campus and off campus t:as arranged. Private
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industrial and governmental organizations were available for estab-

lishing cooperative programs. Some of the cooperating organizations

were:, Sylvania Electric Corporation, Westinghouse, Technifax Cor-

poration, Remington Rand Corporation, Associated Builders and Con-

tractors, and the National Aeronautics and Space Admillistration.

Further activities of phase II included: (1) the develcs:-

went of instructional plans for the programs, (2) the acquainting

of teachers with instructional materials and equipment, (3) the pre-

paration of occupational information units, (4) arranging the content

for each cluster in an instructional sequence including the tasks

and human requirements as specified in phase I.

Phase III (September 1967 through August 1968)

The primary purpose was to evaluate, in a "field setting," tne

adequacy and effectiveness of the curriculum guides, course outlines,

and preparation of the newly trained teachers. Descriptive, compar-

ative, and quantitative data were generated and gathered to assess the

impact of the first year of the programs on the school administration,

teachers, mid students.

Full control of all the variables necessery for an ideal ex-

periment gas not achieved; therefore, phase III was completed in the

tradition of quasi-experimental design with full recognition of the

factors which render the results equivocal.

Subjects from ten senior high schools in four Maryland counties

have paWcipated in this project. See Table I. One school had two

cluster programs, each taught by a cluster concept instructor; thug,
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eleven teachers and eleven aepatate cluster programs were included. Each

cluster program was compared with a control group composed of students

from a traditional vocational education course. Bach school was con-

sidered and evaluated as a separate experiment.

Problems. To obtain an indirect estimate of the effentiveness

of the cluster concept programs, three principal areas of investigation

were conductee, These were:

The impact of the three cluster concept programs on
se14,:ted cognitive and affective behaviors, and task
pe:.%rmances (psychomotor behaviors) of students.

2. :he adequacy and appropriateness of the content of
the newly developed courses and instructional mate-
rials.

3. The educational process, its adequacy and appropriateness
with a consideration of administrative support, teachar
eftictiveness, and selected environmental conditions.

To investigate the first area (1) of research, the changes of

behaviors of subjects from the experimental and control groups were

evaluated by the administration of a battery of tests at the begin-

ning and at the end of the school year. See Table II. The tests in-

cluded newly developed achievement tests fiir each cluster, the Minnesota

Vocational Interest Inventory, the D. A. T. Mechanical Reasoning Test,

and an instrument to evaluate the studentil knowledge of occupational

information.

Treatment of data. Comparability homogeneity of the students

forming both groups was established on the basis of intelligence test

scores (lingual or verbal abilities), and in one sthook, on the Mechan-

ical Reasoning Test. In all but two experiments the analysis of variance



TABLE II

VARIABLES OF PRL- AND POST -TESTS

Domain Instruments Factors Evaluated

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cluster Concept
Achievement Test

Rumen Requirements
1. Vocabulary
2. Measurement
3 Skills
4. Math and Science
5. Information1

Mechanical Reasoning Applied science and
mechanical reasoning

Differential Aptitude
Test

(The Psychological
Corporation)

Affective

Cognitive

Minnesota Vocational
Interest Inventory

;The Psychological
Corporation)

.0.110

64

Interest patterns in relation
to:

1. Carpentry field
2. Mechanical field
3. Electronics
4. Machitiot
S. Painter
6. Plasterer
1 -. Sheet metal
8. Radio & TV

Occupational
Information

..a
Availability
Status role
Lxpectations
Mobility

Psychomotor

inorillble

Task Inventory
Sheets

Performances of specific tasks
derived from r nipulative jobs
requited for each cluster.

Based on analysis of occupations phase 1 and II.
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statistic was used to determine whether there were ed}nificant differ-

ences between the two groups on the basis of the derived data. Prior

to testing four differences, the F max ratio was used to determine

homogeneity of variances. Non-parametric statistics were used in two

experiments. The .05 level of significance was considered minimal

in all data analyzed.

Findings. Statistical analysis of achievement test data indi-

cated the following:

(a) Three construction cluster programs out of four achieved
significantly higher scores than the control group. Three
schools also were distinguished as making significant gains
on the basis of the differences between the initial and
final scores. One school made very modest insignificant
gains. No..° of the control bcoups achieved significant
gains on the achievement tests.

(b) All four schools implementing the mental forming and fabri-
cation cluster program made significant gains on the achieve-
ment teats; whereas no significant differences were observed
from the control groups. All experimental groups achieved
significantly higher scores than the control groups on the
posttests.

(c) Three schools initially were involved with the implementa-
tion of the electro-mechanical installation and r4tair
cluster. Due to many failures to meet required specifi-
cations, one school operation was discontinued.
Of the two remaining schools neither achieved significant
gains or significantly higher scores than the control group.
One of the dominant factors influencing these results VAS
that the control group consisted of boys who had been ex-
posed to one or two years of vocational education in
electronics.

(d) rata derived from the D. A. T. Mechanical Reasoning Test
(from each of the ten experimental and control groups)
indicated that both types of vocational education pro-
grams had insignificant effects on the development of the
abilities required to solve probitvs of applied science
and technology.
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Affective behaviors. Both groups were administered the MVII and

the supplementary questionnaire at the beginning and at the end of the

school year.

Findings. The data derived from the MVII were perplexing and

generally w.satiefactory for a clear group analysis. No clear patterns

or directions of student vocational preferences were found. The cluster

groups showed more Flexibility of occupational choice than did the con-

tr,1 groups.

Within the various groups of subjects, it was forno that between

twenty-five and forty percent of boys were dissatisfied with high school

and would prefer to be gainfully employed or to pursue onthe-job train-

ing.

The number of students who expressed an appreciation for obtain-

ing broad entry level skills, as opposed to specific in-depth training

in high school, increased significantly.

TAALEELLormixasell. In the second (2) area of study, field obser-

vations and records of specific overt behaviors of students and teachers

were made. The specific behaviors were referred to as job tasks and

were set forth in objective behavioral terms. The tasks were incorporated

into the course materials, inventory charts, and evaluation charts. The

teachers' progress in implementing the instructional materials and stu-

dent progress were recorded by the use of these devices.

,Findings. The range of tasks (as structured into the programs)

completed by the instructors of the construction cluster as from thirty-

four to sixty-seven percent. Of the tasks completed from fifty to sixty-

six percent of the tasks *List be restudied by the students.
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The metal forming and fabrication cluster group completed from

fifty to sixty-seven percent of the tasks. Of these, it as projected

that twenty-five to thirty-four percent of the tasks must be retaught.

The instructors implementing the electro-mcchanical installation

and repair cluster completed fifty percent of the tasks. Of these, two

thirds will be repeated in the second year.

The primary cause for the failure to complete specified tasks

was due to the lack of equipment, materials, tools, and some iradequacy

in physical facilities. Causes for repeating tasks 'zere: the complex

nature of the tasks and the shortage of time for exercises Sue to de-

lays in remodeling or in setting up laboratories.

The third area (3) of inveetigation was concerned with the eval-

uation of selected supportive dimensions including: (a) administration,

(b) the teacher, (c) physical facilities, and (d) community acceptance.

In addition to anecdotal records, the following devices fere used

to obtain descriptive data: (1) personal vita and records of teachers,

(2) sutvey inventory forms for tool°, equipment, and materials for each

cluster, (3) drawings and sketches of physical facilities, (4) visual

media such as drawings, plans, photographs, and written descriptions

of practical work performed while implementing the course outlines,

and (5) student progress charts and student evaluation k:harts.

=Inn: construction cluster. Administrative support from

the state, e.unty, and local levels ranged from enthusiastic verbal

support to active participation iu overcoming the problems of procure-

ment of physical facilities, materiels, and equipment. Stiote these
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problems were never fully resolved, various construction tasks were not

completed. Consequently, the sequence and balance of the programs were

disturbed. Some tasks were overemphasized and in a few situations,

omitted altogether.

Various activities of interaction with the community were ob-

served. Resourceful teachers obtained materials from local industries

and arranged for student employment during the summer months. One field

operation reported job placement of ninety percent of the students.

fugal. metal forming and fabrication cluster. tour separate

field operations were involved with implementing this type of cluster

program. Tte programs were restricted in different ways and varying

degrees due to the lack of equipment and materials. The use of shops

which were designed for the study of a single occupation did not pro-

vide sufficient working area and in some cases sources of power had

to be added. This group of cluster teachers was evaluated to be most

effective in meeting the goals and objectives of their respective cluster

programs.

=Aim. ansUallE. This

cluster program did not escape the damaging effe,Ls caused by inade-

quate supplies, materials, and equipment. The requisition - acquisition

time lag strongly suggests that all programs should have been in operation

several years before the optimum potential of these programs could be

achieved.

One field operation was dropped due to failures in meeting the

specifications of the cluster progress.
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Conclusions

The action research conducted provided data which made it evident

that the cluster concept programs have the potential of becoming vigor-

ous, alternate forms of vocational education. The programs changed

student behaviors in the direction of the established objectives.

Changes in cognitive abilities, broadenee interests, flexibility of

occupational choices within a cluster, and growth in performance tasks

were observed.

The inadequacies identified served to establish a list of recom-

mendations for the further development and refinement of the cluster

concept programs. The krowledges and experiences gained provided a

basis for raking realistic plans and expectations for meeting the

problems of plase IV.

The subjects or this experiment gill be completing their final

year in high school and the second year of the two-year cluster program.

Placement and follow-up studies arl planned to obtain further informa-

tion as to the relative merits of the new alternate form of vocational

education.



CRITIQUE OF PAPERS PRESENTED IN THE SYMPOSIUM

"THE JOB-CLUSTER CONCEPT AND ITS

CURRICULAR IMPLICATIONS"

Dale G. Hamreus

Oregon State System of Higher Education*

The responsibility of a discussant, as I understand it, is to dis-

cuss the pros and cons of the papers presented in the symposium. I shall

give brief attention to each of the four papers in that regard and then

attempt to look at a few issues that are more broadly related to the

general symposium topic.

First, the Sjogren paper concerned with A Functional Approach to

Curriculuslpeveloiwta. To argue as Dr. Sjogren does that the job cluster

approach automatically results in a more general curriculum thereby (1)

turning some students off and (2) inadequately preparing the dropout with

salable skills and knowledge, distorts what I perceive to be the purpose

of clustering methodologies. Job clustering is not the building of cur-

ricula. It is simply a tool whereby imoroved insight can became avail-

able regarding what and how jobs appear to be similar one with another.

Once such information is available, and assuming it is valid, the task

atill remains to determine a strategy for converting this inforsation into

curricula that ate effective in training the skills appropOste to a

cluster of jobs.

Another point at which t disagree with Dr. Sjogreh is in reference

to his discussion of prescribed and discreticnory cot:taut: of a job. I

*Teaching Research, a Division of the Oregon Stat. System of Higher
Education, Monmouth, Oregon
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can accept the general statement that job contents can be characterized

as prescribed and discretionary; however, I disagree that job analysis

procedures tend to elicit only prescribed contents and ignore discre-

tionary contents. The burden is upon the person gathering the job infor-

mation. If job descriptions are being obtained at the incumbent level,

for example, nothing whatsoever prevents the interviewer from soliciting

discretionary as well as prescriptive elements. However, to limit the

total domain of job description to such a simplified two dimensional

structure as prescribed and discretionary contents at this point in our

knowledge would, in my opinion, be unfortunate. Use of the terms pre-

scribed and discretionary in analyzing job contents tends to dichotomize

and polarize the analysis, when, in fact, the relationship between pre-

scribed tasks and choice of tasks is probably quite complex and variable.

It would be much wiser, I feel, to seek as comprehensive descriptions as

possible of activities engaged in by incumbents and the settings within

which they operate and begin to analyze the ways in which they appear

similar and dissimilar.

On the positive side, Sjogren rightly placed first importance on the

criterion problem in job clustering. Without question this has to be the

greatest single issue confronting those who are struggling with cluster-

ing methodologies. Until we can reach general concensus on the relevant

variables for describing jobs and the techniques Lot deriving meaningful

job clusters from these variables, only limited application of such

methodologies can be expected across the country.
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Another point of agreement I have with this paper is the reference

to jurisdictional disputes, which obviously are not unique to vocational

education. Job clustering, however, tends not to conform to antecedent

lines of separation in vocational education. To insert new cluster cur-

ricula obviously calls for change. Unfortunately, to bring about sig-

nificant changes to stable practices in the educational establishment

is said to take twenty years. If this is true, vocational education will

have a long wait before cluster curricula will become generally accepted.

Hopefully new strategies for overcoming jurisdictional entrenching will

be found.

Next, the paper by Cunningham entitled A Conceptual Framework for

the Study of Job Similarity. This paper is basically directed towards

answering one major question: what are the variables for clustering jobs?

Cunningham does an excellent job of reviewing the literature that might

contribute to this question; however, no criteria (as expressed by

Sjogren) are available to him to judge from the existing studies what

parts to draw upon. The effort according to Dr. Cunningham is hopefully

to avoid a syncretic product and to produce an eclectic general framework

for defining and interrelating job variables. The result presented in the

paper is a massive taxonomy that, if eclectic, has certainly merged many

elements of several theoretical learning construct° and .vesea..7ch based

studies into one. Whether eclectic or syncretic, the task confronting

Cunningham and his associates of organizing this comprehensive taxonomy

into manageable job-analysis instruments, possassing operational defini-

tions that clearly distirvish one category from another, is monumental.
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One can hardly argue against the classes of job variables selected;

however, the question that occurs is, are all the extracted elements

indeed valid?

Regardless of the size of the task set forth by Cunningham, his

effort to define a larger universe in job clusterinF, must be recognized

as outstanding. Only from aggressive leading such ai this can we hope

to achieve progress. Next steps will necessarily call for clarification

of methodological strategies of recording job descriptions, classifying

them under the many JO variables, coding these classes such that

statistical treatments can be carried out, and making meaningful analyses

of the results. This appears to offer an exceedingly comprehensive and

interesting line of research that should contrioute significantly to

our knowledge of job clustering.

My comments will now be directed to Rahmlow's paper on the Applica-

tions of Cluster Research to Curriculum Development. I get the eistinct

impression from this paper that curriculum development, via job clustering

is constrained within a closed loop universe. In other words, all the

necessary information for pltnning the content of curriculum is available

from job clustered data. I cannot accept his premise. irrespective of

how sophisticated we eventually get in job clustering and skilled in con-

verting this data into behavioral objectives, it seems inconceivable that

through this means alone, we will be able to isolate all the relevant

needs for training. Job clustering can perhaps in time become very help-

ful to curriculum development; but until we become more skilled than is

presently the case in extracting and organizing comprehensive descriptions
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of jobs, it can hardly be considered more than an adjunct resource to

be use6 with care.

One of the purposes of the paper as stated by Dr. Rahmlow was to

concentrate in the use of cluster data for curriculum development. Unfor-

tunately the paper left me with the feeling that curriculum development

Is a simple task and one that can be very perfunctorily done. I prob-

ably got this notion because the examples used, e.g., adding fractions,

are limited to just the knowledge element of training and as such are

readily communicated and easily understood. Curriculum development

obviously must be concerned with many other elements than just knowledge,

which greatly increases the complexity of the task. It would have been

more appropriate, perhaps, if Dr. Rahmlow hod made clear in his paper

the limitations in curriculum development of just the knowledge element

and cautioned the reader to these limitations.

It was very encouraging to see the emphasis Rahmlow gives to utiliz-

ing cluster data toward individualizing instruction. I feel this is of

great importance. When combined with the notion of bringing career guid-

ance into cluster curricula, the results should provide for a much stronger

vocational program that can tecome adaptive to the learner's needs and

improve the articulation between educational levels.

Now for a few remarks about the paper by Mietus entitled The Develop-

went, Implementation, and Field Evaluation of the Cluster Concept programs

in Vocational Education at the Secondary Level. This paper reports a suc-

cessful effort to implement a vocational education clustering program.

The criticisms I have are limited only to methodological weaknesses.
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First, it is not completely clear how the task inventories were obtained;

however, they do not appear to have been derived from actual current jobs;

i.e., from job incumbents. One must therefore raise the question of task

statement validity. Task analysis research conducted by HumRRO, as well

as some of my own, indicate that the further removed the gathering of job

descriptions is from actual job incumbents the less valid it is likely to

be. Such findings raise doubts about the validity of the task statements

as reported by Mietus.

A second weakness, in my judgment, regards the evaluation design

employed in the study. Since this was a developmental effort, the applica-

tion of a comparative design for evaluation is inappropriate. No standards

could be realistically fixed at that time whereby reliable comparisons

could be made. It would have been considerably stronger to have used an

objectively based evaluation design in which such factors as relevance,

effectiveness (against stated goals), acceptance (by industry, school

staff, students), and robustness were employed.

Much can be learned from the reported study regarding the implementa-

tion of a new program in the educational establishment. The approach

used of involving people appears particularly powerful in meeting the

change problem. Not only were school people and students involved in the

new development, individuals from industry, community leaders and parents

. were also a part of the larger team. Such a strategy obviously worked and

even though certain technical questions can be raised regarding the research

design that was used, the simple fact remains that the study was success-

ful in getting a new curriculum inserted into the program.
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1 have just a couple of general points to make regarding job clus-

tering and curriculum development. None of the papers gave any atten-
.

tion to the question of cluster curricula that prepare learners with

capabilities to meet future job requirements. If all our attention in

job clustering is limited to just today's Jobe, the resulting curricula

we might develop would always be a step behind newly emerging job require-

ments. What is needed, in addition to perfecting job clustering methodo-

logies, is to give some of our attention to the problem of projecting

future job descriptions and the means for their subsequent clustering.

Once such procedures have been defined, iterative processes can be

employed to improve projection accuracies to acceptable limits.

The other point I want to discuss concerns the implication of career

choice to curriculum development when job clustering does become an opera-

tional tool. Presuming that we can efficiently learn to generate clusters

of jobs and translate them into effective cluster curricula, we should

then possess a powerful means to prepare learners with the capabilities

work within the several jobs making up the cluster. The advantages of

this concept in terms of more efficient use of instructional resources

and better preparing future workers to adapt to job obsolescense have been

discussed. However, unless students can acquire a much broader and deeper

understanding of the many and varied types of jobs available than is cur-

rently the situation, simply to make a more effective and efficient set

of curricula based on job clustering will in no way guarantee that stu-

dents will understand the potentials of such curricula or be motivated to
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learn from them. It seems to me that equal energies must be given in

job clustering studies to the questions of career choice clusters and

how to design information systems which are effective in sensitizing

students to the many occupational possibilities such clusters offer.



JOB CLUSTER CONCEPT AND ITS CURRICULAR IMPLICATIONS:
DISCUSSION OF A SYMPOSIUM

Edward J. Morrison

The Ohio State University*

If I read our speakers correctly, each is in hot pursuit of perhaps

the most appealing and durable of educational goals--"the powerful cur-

riculum." Each would invest the student's time as profitably as possible

by having him concentrate on the acquisition of those capabilities which

are in widest demand, or which are prerequisite for most later learning,

or both. Though not all said so explicitly, I am reasonably sure all of

our speakers would approve a search for a curriculum which was powerful

not only with respect to vocational competence but also in preparing

students for responsible citizenship and for self-fulfillment. The

ideal curriculum, they might agree, would be one which prepared stueents

for the largest number of all life activities, given the practical lim-

itations which happen to prevail. At any rate, it usually is not hard

to get agreement among almost any group of people that the power of a

curriculum is one important measure of its value.

What is not easy is to specify a demonstrably powerful curriculum.

What, specifically, are the capabilities which, if acquired, would give

the student greatest occupational flexibility? This is the question

addressed so thoughtfully by our speakers.

*
Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational

and Technical Education
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I found each of the papers to be stimulating and must confess that

I was tempted simply to take each in order and discuss serially the several

fascinating questions raises by each paper. Before permitting ourselves

that luxury, however, we should come to grips with the more difficult

and fundamental problem shared by all of these papers: namely, the

"job cluster" as a strategy for identifying elements of the powerful

curriculum.

A simplified account of the "job cluster" strategy might be as

follows: one examinss a wide variety of jobs and sorts them into groups

according to the kinds of tasks, skills, knowledge, aptitudes, work

habits, or whatever the jobs require for success. Each group or cluster

of jobs thus is defined by a set of common requirements. These common

job elements, incorporated into the curriculum, provide the student with

powerful capabilities which are useful in a number of occupations. Our

speakers have described a variety of bases for clustering jobs and sever-

al procedures for arriving at curricula once the clusters have been

defined, but the general strategy is essentially the same for all:

define a core curriculum based on common requirements of job clusters.

Let's suppose, for the moment, that the difficulties, with which

Sjogren and Cunningham wrestled, of defining job clusters were solved and

we had organized all jobs into clusters of various sizes. What could we

do with that result?

Well, 41 we had no vocational program in operation, we might select

the largest cluster (i.e., the one including the largest number of jobs)

and develop a curriculum for that cluster since it would include acquisition
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of competencies useful in the largest number of jobs. Please notice,

however, that this curriculum might not be recognizable as different

in any way from curricula already existing to prepare students for one

of the specific jobs in the cluster. Since the cluster, and hence the

"core," is defined by those elements required by every job in the cluster,

any curriculum adequately preparing students for any one of the jobs in

that cluster must, by definition, already include provision for the

capabilities defining the cluster. Careful analysis of job requirements,

perhaps including modifications like those suggested by Sjogren and

Cunningham, can be an invaluable aid to assuring that our curricula

prepare people for real requirements. Defining clusters of jobs ac-

cording to common requirements can be of great assistance in choosing

our vocational offerings and in doing several other things I would like

to discuss next, but the identification of common job requirements does

not provide new content for curricula already preparing students for

the specific jobs in the cluster. Curricula which include preparation

for jobs in large clusters are more powerful than curricula preparing

for jobs in small clusters, but the identification of clusters does

not tell us directly how to improve the power o17 existing curricula.

Knowledge about these clusters can be used in several ways, however,

to accomplish important educational objectives. One could, for example,

use the fact of job clusters in assisting students to make effective

educational and vocational decisions. A student would be well-advised

to choose a sequence from the largest job cluster for which his capabil-

ities and interests were appropriate.
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A second important value of clusters is the guidance they provide

to training students for transfer. Thus, when students are attempting

to acquire one of the capabilities common to jobs in a cluster, the fact

of its general usefulness could be pointed out to them with examples.

More important, application of the c, mon capability to specific in-

stances or tasks selected from at least several of the jobs in the

cluster could be required. I believe that the work reported by Mietus

and by Rahmlow includes this technique. Positive transfer of learning

will be enhanced by exercise of a capability in the contexts to which

transfer is desired and clusters can assist greatly in this process

by identifying important contexts.

A third assist provided by the identification of job clusters is

due to the possibility that they may provide guidance to the selection of

reasonable additions to the curriculum. Thus, since jobs in a cluster

share substantial requirements and are the jobs among which graduates are

best advised to switch, they also are the logical source for capabilities

which might be added to a curriculum. If we are lucky, there will he

requirements shared by some, but not all, of the jobs in a cluster. These

are prime candidates for such vocational exploration as can be provided.

Even if no such sub-cluster can be identified, the higher probability of

job switches within a cluster T4ould itirgue for selecting additions to the

curriculum from even specific capabilities required by other jobs in the

cluster.

Finally, it may be noted that the identification of job clusters

can facilitate various administrative functions, including the selection

of students and employees and the assignment of faculty.
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All of these benefits from the study of job clusters are important

and serve as justification for the enterprise. But job cluster identi-

fication seems a weak strategy for increasing the power of vocational

curricula basically because job definitions gre arbitrary, variable and

based on practical rather than theoretical considerations. Significant

progress toward deliberate control of curriculum power awaits the evo-

lution of some means for accounting systematically for the ways in which

jobs (and other life activities) can vary In their requirements for

human performance.
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